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had caused in him, quickened his sense of exhaled in-
dividuality. He seemed to hold in his hand not a letter
a thing completed and therefore sparkless, dead, but the
animation, the moving essence, from which it had sprung
and the name Julie, not Julie Narwitz, seemed to him a
kind of wordless confession; for, he thought, her signature
when her eye falls upon it, does not appear to her as a
label which, like a number, is useful to distinguish her
from others, but as an expression of herself of which the
ever-changing secret eludes her. While she was writing
the word Julie was for her a coded summary of her
mysteries. Between the J and the e she was lying, her
inmost self as much expressed and as much concealed as
when, in that other visible but clouded formula—her body,
she lay extended long ago on sunlit grass, or stood looking
up at him, being then a child.
The child also, he remembered suddenly, had used the
same word: Julie. Imprisoned in memory, but gazing at
the run of ink in the word before him, he saw for an instant
the child, with elbow cocked and pen in hand, writing
this letter; then, as memory released him, saw her change
under his eyes into woman. The change brought with it a
stinging, pervasive delight—the whip of a gust on a still
day. She,, too, must have been aware of the gust, the sweet
invigoration, the heady sharpness of it; for that reason she
long delayed her letter, and, when she did write, wrote as
though the calm were unbroken. Reading again her easy
phrases, he felt the stress in them. Why hadn't he come
to Enkendaal? It was lovely at this time of year. He might
find books in the library that he needed; besides, it would
be good to see him again, the Dutch were so dull. "I think
I'm changed a great deal, but you won't have changed at
all. When I was twelve you always seemed so old that you
can't have become older—perhaps younger again. There's
consolation for you!" Then news, stiff and brief. How
sorry they all had been to hear of the discovery of the
tunnel! It must have been sickening after so much work!
Then, with a twinge of nervousness perceptible in the
raising of the key: "You won't mind your pupil's being

